
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 6, pp. 336 { 342 c 2012 March 25The c-axis charge traveling wave in coupled system of JosephsonjunctionsYu.M. Shukrinov+1), M.Hamdipour+�+BLTP, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Russia�Institute for Advanced Studies in Basic Sciences, P.O.Box 45195-1159, Zanjan, IranSubmitted 11 January 2012Resubmitted 6 February 2012We demonstrate a manifestation of the charge traveling wave along the c-axis (TW) in current voltage char-acteristics of coupled Josephson junctions in high-Tc superconductors. The branches related to the TW withdi�erent wavelengths are found for the stacks with di�erent number of Josephson junctions at di�erent valuesof system's parameters. Transitions between the TW branches and the outermost branch are observed. Theelectric charge in the superconducting layers and charge-charge correlation functions for TW and outermostbranches show di�erent behavior with bias current. We propose an experimental testing of the TW branchingby microwave irradiation.Many physical and biological objects may be consid-ered as coupled nonlinear oscillators [1]. Particularly, in-trinsic Josephson junctions (JJ) in high temperature su-perconductors are studied from this point of view often[2]. An attractive feature of intrinsic JJ is a generation ofcoherent radiation in terahertz region and this feature isinvestigated intensively today [3, 4]. A coupling betweenjunctions plays an important role: it leads to multiplebranch structure in the current voltage characteristics(CVC) which have the additional in compare with sin-gle junction case features like the breakpoint (BP) cur-rent, the BP-region width and the transition currentsbetween branches [7, 6, 5, 8]. It was shown that the BPin CVC is a manifestation of the parametric resonancein this system when the Josephson oscillations create astanding longitudinal plasma wave perpendicular to thesuperconducting layers. The parametric resonance fea-tures were observed experimentally recently [9].A well known feature of single long Josephson junc-tion is the traveling wave along the barrier [2]. It wasnoted [10, 11] that the system of capacitively coupledJJ has a plane wave which corresponds to the longitudi-nal Josephson plasma propagating perpendicular to thejunctions. The sharp resonance peak in the microwaveabsorption spectrum obtained in Bi-2212 by Matsuda etal. [12] has been identi�ed with this collective Joseph-son plasma mode. Instability of the longitudinal plasmaoscillations was discussed in [11] and it was proposedthat the multiple branches are caused by the freezing ofthe collective LPW into the static charge density wave.1)e-mail: shukrinv@theor.jinr.ru

In this letter we demonstrate the additional branchin CVC of coupled JJ which corresponds to the chargetraveling wave along c-axis when the junctions are inrotating states (phase di�erences are not small). Suchbranches were not investigated before. Transitions inhysteresis region from the outermost branch (OB) to thetraveling wave branch (TWB) and between the TWBwith di�erent wavelengths are found. We demonstratethe appearance of the TWB at I = Ic as well whichoriginates from di�erent branches of CVC including thezero voltage branch. A di�erent dynamics of correlationfunctions for the TWB and for the OB is shown. We �ndthe e�ect of the microwave irradiation on TWB, whichallows the experimental testing of this branch.To simulate the CVC we investigate the phase dy-namics in the framework of the capacitively coupledJosephson junctions with di�usion current (CCJJ+DC)model [13{15], which is determined by the system of dy-namical equationsddtVl = I � sin'l � � d'ldt ; (1)ddt'l = Vl � �(Vl+1 + Vl�1 � 2Vl) (2)for the gauge-invariant phase di�erences 'l(t) betweensuperconducting layers (S-layers). Here � and � arethe coupling and dissipative parameters, relatively, timet is normalized to the inverse plasma frequency !�1p(!2p = 2eIc=~C), the voltage { to the value V0 = ~!p=2e,the current { to the critical current I = Ic. The questionconcerning the value of capacitive coupling constant inreal materials is still open. In [16] the authors estimated336 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Manifestation of the TWB in CVC of the stacks with 10 JJ. The insets enlarges the parts of CVC: (a) {near transition from the OB to another branch; (b) { calculated in the framework of the CIB-model with nonequilibriumparameter � = 0:1 and the same other parameters; (c) { near transition at I = 1 (I = I0), where the TWB is createdit in interval (0.1{5.0) for layered superconductors. Thefeatures described in our paper are not sensitive to thevalue of coupling parameter. To compare our resultswith previous publications we put � = 1. Using theMaxwell equation div(""0E) = Q, where "0 is the per-mittivity (electric constant), we express the charge den-sity Ql = Q0�(Vl+1 � Vl) (3)in the S-layer l by the voltages Vl and Vl+1 in the neigh-boring insulating layers, where Q0 = ""0V0=r2D. Weconsider the periodic boundary conditions in this paper.The structure of the simulated CVC in the CCJJ+DC-model is equidistant in agreement with the experimentalresults [17]. The details of simulation procedure are pre-sented in [8, 18].The manifestation of the TWB is shown in Fig. 1,where we present the total branch structure of CVC forthe stack with 10 coupled JJ at � = 1, � = 0:2. Itwas obtained by multiple sweeping of the bias currentthrough the stack [19, 7, 8]. This CVC is characterizedby switching all junctions to the rotating (R) state atI = Ic, large hysteresis, and multiple branching in the

hysteresis region by switching the JJ to the oscillating(O) states with a decrease of the bias current.The inset (a) enlarges the part of CVC correspond-ing to the transition from the OB to the another branch.As we can see, there is one more branch additionallyto the OB. We prove below that this is the TWB. SuchTWB was manifested in CVC of the stack with 10 JJin [7] (see Fig. 5), but it was not discussed at that time.We would like to stress that TWB in CVC is not aspeci�c for CCJJ+DC-model only. Inset (b) shows thepart of CVC-calculated in the framework of the chargeimbalance (CIB) model [13, 20] with nonequilibrium pa-rameter � = 0:1 and the same other parameters. We seethat it demonstrates the TWB as well, which is markedby arrow in the �gure. The detailed description of theCVC, TWB and breakpoint features related to the CIB-e�ect will be presented somewhere else.To see the origin of TWB we investigate �rst a tran-sition region in CVC near Ic. In during of the sweepingbias current procedure we observe the jumps to the OBand TWB both from the zero voltage state directly andfrom the other branches of CVC. The inset (b) enlargesthe part of CVC corresponding to this transition region.7 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Demonstration of the TWB corresponding to the traveling waves with di�erent wavelength. (a) { Themanifestation of the TWB for the stack with 14 JJ. Inset demonstrates the transition from the OB to the �rst TWB with� = 14D. (b) { The same for the stack with 28 JJ. (c) { The distribution of the charge in S-layers along the stack with 28 JJfor TWB with � = �0 at bias current I = 0:577. (d) { The same for � = �0=2. (e) { The same for � = �0=4. Figures (f){(h)show the corresponding Lissajous charge{charge diagramsThe TWB in the CVC have been observed in thestacks with di�erent number of junctions. Particularly,the TWB were found in the stacks with 14 JJ and 28 JJ(Fig. 2), 9 JJ (Fig. 3d) and 7 JJ (Fig. 4). In case of evennumber of junctions in the stack, the jump from the OBto the TWB happens �rst to some unstable state. Suchtransition for stacks with 14 JJ at � = 1, � = 0:2 isdemonstrated in the inset (a) to Fig. 2, where the tran-sition from the parametric resonance region of OB is ob-served. For the stacks with odd number of junctions we
observe usually the jumps to the TWB from the chaoticpart of breakpoint region in the OB. The increase ofbias current after jump instead of its decrease allows usrestore the total TWB (see Fig. 3).We note that the longest wavelength of a TW in thesystem with N JJ is �0 = ND, where D is a periodof lattice (the sum of thicknesses of insulating and su-perconducting layers). So, the waves with � = ND=nmight appear in the stack, where n is devisor of num-ber N. We stress that the TWB in Fig. 1 was naturally�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Manifestation of the TWB in CVCof the stack with 9 JJ at � = 3, � = 0:2 and periodic BC.The insets (a) and (b) show the charge oscillations in twoS-layers at I = 0:792 in OB and TWB, relatively. Theinset (c) presents the results of FFT-analysis of chargeoscillations for TWB at I = 0:792obtained just by sweeping of bias current. Another pos-sibility is to use the variation of the initial conditionsfor phase di�erences. In Fig. 2 we show such realiza-tion of the TWB corresponding to TW with di�erentwavelengths. Particularly, in Fig. 2a we demonstrate themanifestation of the TWB in CVC of the stacks with 14JJ related to the waves with �0 = 14D and � = �0=2.Inset demonstrates a transition of the OB to the �rstTWB with � = �0. The analysis of the time dependenceof the charge in S-layers and its distribution along thestack around the second transition in Fig. 2a shows thatthe TW with � = �0 transforms to TW with � = �0=2.In Fig. 2b we demonstrate the TWB for the stackwith N = 28, corresponding to the states with wave-lengthes �0 = 28D, �0=2 and �0=4. The di�erent initialconditions for the phases and the voltages in the JJ wereused to obtain these branches. We �nd the wavelength ofthe TW by the distribution of the charge in the S-layersalong the stack at �xed time moment. Such distributionat bias current I = 0:577 is shown in Fig. 2c, d and e.These �gures demonstrate also that the amplitude ofcharge is greater for the TW with smaller wavelengths.To test if these distributions follow precisely to theTW, we present in Fig. 2f, g, and h the correspondingLissajous charge{charge diagrams. In fact, two di�er-ent plots are shown in each �gure: squares show the(Ql; Ql�1) for di�erent values of l at �xed time mo-ment; the curves show the trajectory for �xed value of l

in during a whole time domain (i.e., the time domain atconstant value of current). We got the same curve fordi�erent l, which means that the charge in each layer hasthe same frequency and amplitude: the charge in layersdi�erers by a phase shift only. So, this wave is not astanding wave, but a traveling one.An example of the charge dynamics correspondingto the OB and TWB for the stack with 9 JJ at � = 3and � = 0:2 and the way of simulation procedure aredemonstrated in Fig. 3. First we follow the OB (arrow1), decreasing the current from the value I = 1:2. AtI = 0:78405 a transition from the chaotic part of OB toTWB is happened. We continue the current decreasingprocess along TWB till the I = 0:78. At this point weincrease current (arrow 2), follow the TWB till I = 5.Then we return back (arrow 3) and follow along theTWB till the jump to the another branch (arrow 4).The insets (a), (b) show the time dependence of chargein �rst (solid line) and second (dashed line) S-layers ofthe stack at I = 0:792 for the OB and TWB, relatively.We see that in the case of TWB the charge oscillationsin S-layers are just shifted in phase. In the supplementwe present the animation of the charge-time dependencedemonstrating the traveling wave along the stack. Theinset (c) presents the result of FFT-analysis of charge-time dependence corresponding to the TWB. The timedomain was taken at I = 0:792, where the value of volt-age is equal to V = 32:956. As we see the value V=N co-incide with the results of FFT-analysis !J=!p = 3:912.One more example of manifestation of the TWB isshown in Fig. 4, where we demonstrate a transition tothe TWB for the stack with 7 JJ at � = 1; � = 0:2.The charge-time dependence demonstrates a changingof character of the charge oscillations in S-layer near atransition point at I = 0:5509 (Fig. 4b). We can seethe transformation of the chaotic behavior in the OB tothe regular one in TW state. In Fig. 4c we show theLissajous charge-charge diagram in chaotic (thin line)and TW (thick line) regions. The diagram demonstratethe variation in time of the charges in two neighbor lay-ers. The charge in the �rst S-layer Q1 is plotted alongthe x-axis and charge in the second one Q2 along they-axis. As we can see, the Lissajous charge{charge dia-gram presents an open trajectory for the chaotic regionand closed one for the TW-region.We �nd the e�ect of microwave irradiation on TWB,which was taken into account by the including an addi-tional current IR = A sin!Rt in total current throughthe stack. Increasing power of radiation (amplitude A)leads to the destroying of the TW and transition fromthe TWB to the another branch in CVC. In Fig. 4d wedemonstrate the e�ect of radiation, which was switch on�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 7�
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) { Manifestation of transition OB ! TWB in the CVC of the stack with 7 JJ. (b) { The charge-timedependence for S-layer at transition point. (c) { Charge{charge diagram for the neighbor S-layers in chaotic region of theOB and in TWB. (d) { E�ect of microwave radiation on the TWB

Fig. 5. (Color online) The dependence of correlation func-tion \charge-charge" Cc for neighbor layers three and fouron the bias current. The procedure of simulation is thesame as for Fig. 3. Inset (a) stress the growth of Cc forthe TWB in the bigger interval of I. Inset (b) enlargedthe Cc(I) dependence near the transition from the OB tothe TWB. The thick curve show the CVC in this transitionregion

at I = 0:55 with amplitude A = 1 and Josephson fre-quency !J. As we can see, the TWB disappears underthis radiation. This result opens a way for the experi-mental testing the observed branches in CVC.To compare dynamical behavior of the statescorresponding to the OB and TWB in long bias cur-rent interval, we have made a correlation functionsanalysis [18]. We have investigated a correlationof charge in neighboring layers by charge-chargecorrelation functions Ccl;l+1 = hQl(t)Ql+1(t)i == limTm�Ti!1 1Tm�Ti R TmTi Ql(t)Ql+1(t)dt. Fig. 5shows the dependence of correlation function \charge-charge" Cc for neighbor layers (third and fourth) Cc4;3on bias current for the OB and the TWB. We stressthat all curves were obtained in the one numericalexperiment. Inset (a) demonstrates the increase ofcorrelations (Cc) in the TW-state with decreasing ofthe bias current in the large interval of I . We see in theinset (b) which enlarges the region near BP that thecorrelation functions Cc for the OB demonstrate thecharacteristic BPR structure with the features obtainedin the [18]. We see also that the features of correlation�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 6. (Color online) The charge-time dependence in transition region near I = Ic (see the inset (b) in Fig. 1). The inset (a)enlarges the Ql(t) dependence in three �rst S-layers in zero-voltage state. The inset (b) demonstrates the Ql(t) dependencefor the same S-layers in the transition region shown by oval. The inset (c) shows the Ql(t) dependence for the same layers inthe state with TWfunctions coincide with the features of CVC. The Ccl;l�1for TWB are coincide for all l. The correlation functionscurrent{current (not presented here) show the samebehavior. The autocorrelation functions for TW-state,which are de�ned by Cal = hQl(t)Ql(t � t1)i == limTm�Ti!1 1Tm�Ti R TmTi Ql(t)Ql(t � tl)dt, have aconstant amplitude, i.e., the system in the state withTW is complectly self repeating.Finally, let us describe shortly the creation of theTWB at I = Ic. In Fig. 6 we present the charge-timedependence in transition region around I = Ic (see theinset (b) to the Fig. 1) for three S-layers in the stack with10 JJ. We enlarged the Ql(t) dependence in this regionand show it in three insets separately: the inset (a) showsit in zero-voltage state, inset (b) { in some part of thetransition region shown by oval, inset (c) { in the statewith TW. The simulation was done by increase a bias

current in the interval (0:993; 1:003) around I = Ic witha step in current �I = 10�5. We observe here a complexdynamical behavior in a very short time interval insideof the time domain. Fluctuations of charge in S-layersin zero voltage state is replaced by speci�c changes ofthe charge and the oscillations with nonzero time aver-aged value (charge value in S-layer is high enough, upto jQj = 2:5Q0), then we see a transition to the TW-state. The amplitude of charge oscillations in TW-stateis large, but its average in time is zero. A detailed de-scription of the switching dynamics at I = Ic will bepresented somewhere else.In summary, we showed that CVC of coupled Joseph-son junctions has the branches related to the charge trav-eling waves along the c-axis. Transitions between suchbranches demonstrating the changing of wavelength ofthe traveling wave with a decrease of bias current value�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



342 Yu.M. Shukrinov, M.Hamdipourwere found. We �xed also the transitions from the out-ermost branch to the traveling wave branch. Detailedanalysis of the time dependence of the charge in super-conducting layer, its FFT-analysis and the investigationsof correlation functions showed di�erent features of suchtransitions, particularly, di�erent behavior for the out-ermost and traveling wave branches. These results shedlight on the resonance features of the coupled Josephsonjunctions which are investigated intensively today. Thedetailed analysis of the branch structure in the experi-mental CVC of IJJ has not been done yet. We proposeda method to distinguish the branch related to the chargetraveling wave along c-axis from the other branches inCVC by microwave irradiation.We thank M. Suzuki, F.Mahfouzi, andM.R.Kolahchi for helpful discussions.1. S. H. Strogatz and I. Stewart, Sci. Am. 269, 102 (1993).2. W. Buckel and R. Kleiner, Superconductivity. Funda-mentals and Applications, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co, KGaA, 2004.3. R. Kleiner, Science 318, 1254 (2007).4. M. Tsujimoto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 037005(2010).5. Yu.M. Shukrinov and F. Mahfouzi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 98,157001 (2007).
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